T ravel the length and breadth of Pennsylvania and you'll notice a divide that has defi ned the state from the start: The southeast is sett led and wealthy farm country, while the less prosperous north and west have always depended on boom-and-bust cycles of resource extraction. Nearly all of Pennsylvania was clear-cut in the late 1800s and early 1900s, making it for a time the largest producer of lumber in the United States. Underground coal mining began even earlier, followed by surface strip-mining in the 20th century. Oil and gas production have also fl ourished here; since 1859, more than 325,000 wells have been drilled. Now the latest boom is on. Thousands of feet below the surface are the Marcellus and Utica shales and their largely untapped reserves of natural gas.
For decades, geologists have known about the fuel stored in deep rock formations such as the Marcellus, which runs beneath Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, and other Appalachian states. But extracting it wasn't economical until the advent of horizontal drilling and the controversial technique known as hydraulic fracturing (view video here: htt p://marcellus.psu.edu/resources/ drilling/index.php), or fracking. In the latt er process, millions of gallons of pressurized water, sand, and chemicals are injected deep into the earth to fracture the shale and release the trapped gas.
Since 2004, nearly 3,000 shale gas wells have been drilled in Pennsylvania, which is still just a tiny fraction of the state's conventional oil and gas wells. But because shale gas is so deep and extracting it means handling massive amounts of water, much more infrastructure is involved than in conventional drillingcreating a much bigger footprint as a result, says Pennsylvania State University assistant soil science professor Patrick Drohan.
"I could see right away when I saw my fi rst Marcellus gas pad," he says, "that this would be something that would change Pennsylvania's landscape unlike anything the state has seen in well over 50 years."
To support the drilling of a 5,000-footdeep well and the fracking process that follows, engineers must build a raised, gravel pad of three to fi ve acres in size and a stormwater system to handle the resulting runoff . New roads to the drill pad are needed, as are compressor stations for pumping the gas and pipelines to carry it away. And because most of the pressurized water comes back up once hydraulic fracturing is fi nished, fl owback water storage ponds and treatment facilities must be constructed, as well.
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But the vast landscape changes produced by shale gas development are poorly understood, which is why Drohan, Penn State wildlife ecologist Margaret Britt ingham, and others are now working to shed some much-needed scientifi c light on the process. Their fi rst goal has been to char- The forest edge next to a gas pad.
The problem for these birds is that construction of pads, roads, pipelines, and other infrastructure opens up the canopy and creates new forest edges-essentially carving large, continuous blocks of forest habitat into smaller, patchier ones. As this occurs, Britt ingham predicts that tanagers and other forest birds will be replaced by chickadees, woodpeckers, and other "generalist" species that thrive in smaller woodlots. And the same is true of plants, mammals, and amphibians.
"Basically, any species that can do well around people or across a range of habitats will tend to benefi t" from the changes, she says. "And ones that are very specialized on a certain type of habitat and are sensitive to disturbance-you lose those."
Just as important is the loss of the ecological roles they play. Neo-tropical migrants, for instance, "are the insect-eating machines of the forest," Britt ingham says, keeping down mosquitoes and forest pests. "They've evolved with the forest," she says, "and the forest has evolved with them."
Gas development in Bradford County, PA, in the Susquehanna River basin.
As forest is cleared and soils are removed or covered over to create pads and roads, land managers and scientists also want to prevent sediment erosion and nutrient runoff into downstream waterways. Of particular concern is shale gas development in the Susquehanna River basin-the source of more than half of the freshwater fl owing into the embatt led Chesapeake Bay.
Not only does this basin contain more pads than any of Pennsylvania's other major river basins (60% of existing pads and 54% of future, permitt ed ones), Drohan says, but 25% of these pads are in core forest, as well. Roughly 145 miles of new roads could also be built in the basin-an amount that is 10 to 100 times greater than in any other.
What this all means is that shale gas development poses a substantial new risk to the water quality of Chesapeake Bay, which people have already been struggling for decades to improve.
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There is an urgent need, in other words, for a regional, landscape approach to siting drilling infrastructure, Drohan says, and on this front some progress is already being made. The Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR), for example, is trying to get drillers to share pipeline corridors on state lands, rather than lett ing each cut its own pipeline path through the forest. Drohan also recently received a grant from the DCNR to model the locations of the wett est, most vulnerable soils on state forests so that the agency can work with the shale gas industry to protect these areas. 
